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Press Release 

GERMAN JAZZ PRIZE 2022 
This year's nominees and a newly composed 
main jury 
 
– 81 nominations in 31 different categories testify to the diversity of the current jazz 

scene in Germany. 

– The main jury is made up of 16 national and international experts from the world 

of jazz. 

– Advance ticket sales for the award ceremony and the subsequent concert start on 

the 15th of March. 

 

Berlin, 15 March 2022 

 

On 27 April 2022, the GERMAN JAZZ PRIZE will take place for the second time in 

Bremen, made possible by the Initiative Musik with project funds from the Federal 

Government Commissioner for Culture and the Media. This year, the largest award for 

the national and international jazz scene in Germany received around 1,000 

submissions, including from artists, labels and publishers. These were evaluated and 

discussed by the five expert jury panels in sessions lasting several days.  
 
The 81 nominees have now been selected. A total of 31 award winners will be chosen 
in the five main categories. The winners selected by the main jury will receive a 
trophy and prize money totalling over 300,000 €. The deciding factor for being 
honoured with the GERMAN JAZZ PRIZE 2022 is the exceptional artistic and innovative 
achievements of the nominees on the national and international stage. 

 

A diverse main jury selects award winners 

 

The winners of the GERMAN JAZZ PRIZE are selected by an independent main jury. 

The jury is made up of individuals with diverse professional backgrounds and 

expertise; members of the professional jury, prominent players in the jazz scene and 

personalities from cultural and public life. In addition, the multi-faceted composition 

of the main jury is intended to reflect the diverse image of the national and 

international jazz scene within Germany, and provide as representative a cross-

section of the jazz scene as possible. The members of the main jury are appointed for 

two years at a time, whereby a rotation principle ensures that new and old members 

always form the core of the main jury. 
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This year, the GERMAN JAZZ PRIZE is pleased to have a 16-member jury of 

experienced and committed experts from the jazz scene, who do their work as part of 

the main jury with great dedication. "It is an honour to be a member of the jury for the 

German Jazz Prize, there are so many deserving artists and it gives me great 

satisfaction to be able to help support the German and international jazz scene", says 

Kurt Rosenwinkel, multi-instrumentalist, composer, producer, and member of the 

main jury.  

 
Together, the main jury members assess the submissions of the 81 nominees in 
intensive sessions, based on various criteria, such as their artistic quality and 
innovation. Beate Sampson, presenter at Bayerischer Rundfunk and chairwoman of 
the main jury says: "The creative power of the international jazz scene is unbroken, 
although the pandemic years have had a dramatic effect on the working conditions of 
musicians and composers, and now the war of aggression in Ukraine, which violates 
international law, is casting dark shadows. The jury of the German Jazz Prize is deeply 
impressed by the high quality, artistic expressiveness and emotional depth of the 
works and productions submitted, and has entered the discussion with deep respect 
for them - knowing full well there are more worthy recipients of awards than there are 
awards" 
 
But social factors are also relevant criteria for the award of the GERMAN JAZZ PRIZE, 
in addition to the outstanding musical achievements of the prize-winners, as jury 
member and music journalist Aida Baghernejad notes: "Jazz is applied politics, from 
its beginnings to its contemporary varieties all over the world. And as a pop culture 
journalist, it is important to me to highlight this side of jazz and to promote artists 
who build bridges out of the jazz scene into society and into hip-hop, pop and 
electronic music."  
 
Advance ticket sales for the award ceremony and concert evening start on the 15th of 
March. All further information on ticket sales, the categories and the application can 
be found at deutscher-jazzpreis.de. 
 

GERMAN JAZZ PRIZE 2022 
NOMINEES 
 
Artists 
 

- Vocal: Jelena Kuljić | Fola Dada | Cymin Samawatie 
- Woodwind: Gebhard Ullmann | Katharina "Tini" Thomsen | Theresia Philipp 

- Brass: Shannon Barnett | Sebastian Studnitzky | Heidi Bayer 

- Piano / Keyboards: Joachim Kühn | Pablo Held | Michael Wollny 

- Guitar: Kalle Kalima | Ferenc Snétberger | Johan Leijonhufvud 

- Bass: Sebastian Gramss | Robert Landfermann | Phil Donkin 

- Drums / Percussion: Laura Robles | Max Andrzejewski | Oliver Steidle 

- Special Instruments: Aly Keïta | DJ Illvibe aka Vincent von  

Schlippenbach | Fabiana Striffler 

- Band of the Year: Punkt.Vrt.Plastik | LELÉKA | Mareike Wiening Quintet 
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- Big Ensemble of the Year: Jazzrausch Bigband |  
Trickster Orchestra |Rebecca Trescher Tentett 

- Brass international: Émile Parisien | Nubya Garcia |  
Anat Cohen 

- Piano / Keyboards international: Craig Taborn | Shai Maestro | 

Sylvie Courvoisier 

- String instrumente international: Brandee Younger | Linda May Han Oh |  

Gilad Hekselman 

- Drums / Percussion international: Nasheet Waits | Marilyn Mazur |  
Chris Dave 

- Band of the Year international: Sons of Kemet | Marcin Wasilewski Trio | 
Ayumi Tanaka Trio 

 
Recording / Production 

 
- Instrumental Album of the Year: Joachim Kühn –Touch the Light |  

Nils Wogram – Muse | Slowfox – Freedom 
- Vocal Album of the Year: Efrat Alony – Hollywood isn´t Calling |  

Christian Brückner, Michael Wollny – Heinrich Heine: Traumbilder | Hard 
Boiled Wonderland – Music Resistance 

- Debut Album of the Year: Trickster Orchestra, Cymin Samawatie, Ketan 
Bhatti – Trickster Orchestra | Olicía – Liquid Lines | Magro – Trippin 

- Radio Production of the Year: Clara Haberkamp bei Young Euro Classic – 
Klassik meets Jazz | Video-Konzert aus dem Studio 2: Monika Roscher 
Bigband | WDR 3 / States of Play: Sonifikation 

- Instrumental Album of the Year international: James Francies – 
Purest Form | Charles Lloyd & the Marvels –Tone Poem | Daniel Herskedal – 
Harbour 

- Vocal Album of the Year international: Gretchen Parlato – Flor | Veronica 
Swift –This Bitter Earth | Kurt Elling – SuperBlue 

- Debut album of the Year international: Michael Mayo – Bones |  
Tijn Wybenga & AM.OK – Brainteaser | Isfar Sarabski – Planet 

 
Live 
 

- Venue of the Year: Stadtgarten Köln | Jazzschmiede Düsseldorf |  
Jazzclub A-Trane 

- Festival of the Year: XJAZZ! Festival | Cologne Jazzweek | moers festival  
-  

 
Komposition / Arrangement 
 

- Composition of the Year: Charlotte Greve – Sediments We Move |  
Rebecca Trescher – Paris Zyklus | The Spirit of the Streets |  
Efrat Alony – My Shorthand Modes of Perception 

- Arrangement of the Year: Tilo Weber – Se la mia morte brami |  
Jürgen Friedrich – Infrablue | Gabriel Perez – Allegro Pastorale 
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Special awards 
 

- Journalistic Performance: Franziska Buhre – The Jazz Aging – Wie ältere 
Musiker:innen ihren Beruf ausüben | Andrian Kreye – American Idol | Jan 
Paersch & Stephanie Lottermoser – Der Jazz Moves Schnack: Podcast Folge 
11 mit Christin Neddens  
 

 

Main jury 2022 
 

- Tokunbo Akinro: Singer and composer  
- Aida Baghernejad: freelance cultural journalist, presenter and podcaster,  

International Music Journalism Award 2019 
- Jean-Paul Bourelly: Guitarist, Producer; Curator of House of World - Projects: 

"The Backroom" and "Black Atlantic" 
- Christiane Böhnke-Geisse: Artistic Director at Jazzfestival Bingen Swingt,  

Director of schwere reiter musik München 
- Ulf Drechsel: Jazz editor, presenter, author 
- Fielding Hope: Curator of Counterflows Festival Glasgow, Senior Producer of  

Café OTO 
- Kalle Kalima: Jazz guitarist, composer, lecturer at the University of Lucerne 
- Wolfram Knauer: Director of the Jazzinstitut Darmstadt 
- Lyambiko: jazz singer 
- Stefanie Marcus: Managing Director of Traumton Records, Member of the 

VUT Board 
- Max Mutzke: singer, songwriter 
- Kurt Rosenwinkel: multi-instrumentalist, composer and producer  
- Céline Rudolph: Vocalist, composer, professor at the Jazz Institut Berlin 
- Beate Sampson: music journalist and presenter at Bayerischer Rundfunk  

(Bavarian Broadcasting Corporation) 
- Johanna Schneider: singer, composer, co-organiser of the PENG Festival 
- Anastasia Wolkenstein: booking agent, manager, tour promoter,  

Wolkenstein Agency 
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GERMAN JAZZ PRIZE 
Since 2021, the GERMAN JAZZ PRIZE has been awarding prizes for outstanding artistic 
achievements on the national and international jazz scene in its 31 categories. It is 
made possible by the Initiative Musik with project funds from the Federal 
Government Commissioner for Culture and the Media. Together with an advisory 
board appointed by the Federal Government Commissioner for Culture and the Media 
and made up of representatives from the jazz scene, the concept of the German Jazz 
Award is constantly evolving. This year, the GERMAN JAZZ PRIZE will be awarded 
within a diverse and supportive framework on the eve of jazzahead! It will take place 
at the Metropol Theatre Bremen and will also be available to watch via livestream. 

 

 

Please use #jazzpreis22 and #deutscherjazzpreis on your social networks. 

 
Instagram — instagram.com|deutscherjazzpreis  

Facebook — facebook.com|deutscherjazzpreis 

Twitter — twitter.com|jazzpreis  

  

For press inquiries contact  

Ulrike Schrader  

T: +49 176 41514787  

M: ulrike@wildkatpr.com  

  

Michael Wallies  

T:  +49 30 53147545 - 211  

M: presse@deutscher-jazzpreis.de 

 
Please note: The GERMAN JAZZ PRIZE of the Federal Government Commissioner for Culture and the Media 
has neither an organisational nor a content-related connection to the New German Jazz Award of IG Jazz 
Rhein-Neckar e.V., which is awarded once a year in Mannheim as a people's choice award of the German 
jazz scene. 
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